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Glossary

Catholic Monarchy: The Spanish Monarchy has passed into history with this
sobriquet, indicating that its identity and raison d’être were based on religious
confession (Catholicism). In reality, the notion of ‘Catholic Monarchy’ was
primarily a political construct, and not (only) a confessional one, and the
term was not applied to the Spanish Monarchy throughout the Early Modern
period, but only during the seventeenth century.
Monarchia Universalis: This political idea, which indicated that the Holy
Roman Empire would be the last Monarchy in history, as well as the biggest and
most powerful in the world, originated in the Middle Ages. In Early Modern
times, however, the Spanish Monarchy was organized around the old idea
of the Monarchia Universalis, although it was applied in a very different way
from the traditional concept. The Spanish Monarchy did not present itself
as an Empire but saw itself as a ‘universal kingdom’ that was actually capable
of becoming one. This idea took shape during the regency of Ferdinand ‘the
Catholic’ and the early years of the reign of his grandson, Charles V, and was
the result of the confluence of various ideological currents. All these currents
consisted, in essence, of subordinating the power of the pontiff to the political
interests of the Spanish king and were bound up with the Christian religion
and medieval political organization (Christendom).
Forty Hours’ Devotion: This spiritual devotion originated in the practice
of the Quarantore (‘Forty Hours’), which started to be celebrated in Milan in
1526, when the inhabitants of the Lombard capital discovered that Charles V’s
troops were going to stop in that city on their way to Rome, an advance that
ended in the Sacco (‘Sack of Rome’) in 1527. The inhabitants of Milan allayed
their fears by praying continuously for a total of forty hours before the Holy
Sacrament in a succession of churches during Holy Week. Those Forty
Hours were in remembrance of the time that elapsed between the death and
resurrection of Christ.
This liturgical practice, which arose in opposition to Charles V and his
Spanish Monarchy, was adopted more than a hundred years later by Philip IV,
not realizing that it was anti-Spanish in tone and implied spiritual submission
to Rome.
Pietas Austriaca: A Christian devotion particular to the House of Austria,
or House of Habsburg, which was an amalgam of Marian, hagiographic and
theological devotions, including the unwavering defence of Catholic mysteries
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such as the Eucharist and the Immaculate Conception. It gave rise to a sacred
conception of politics able to confer messianic significance on the members of
this dynasty. Its origins can be found in the myth of Duke Rudolf, the founder
of the House of Austria, who, when riding in the woods, lent his horse to a
priest taking the viaticum to a poor dying man.
Reconquest: A historiographical construct that represents the eight centuries
of war against the infidel between the Christian kingdoms of the Iberian
Peninsula and Moorish troops and kingdoms (711-1492).
Royal Chapel: The Royal Chapel served many purposes in the Early
Modern period. In the first place, it was responsible for attending to the
liturgical and devotional needs of the king and, by extension, the royal family
and those residing at Court, as well as for setting the standards of behaviour
to be followed there. The pulpit was undoubtedly the ideal platform from
which to influence the royal will or the government of the Monarchy. It was
also responsible for spreading the spirituality backed by the Sovereigns to
all parts of their kingdoms and overseeing it. Thirdly, the Royal Chapel was
one of the palace spaces that constructed the royal image through the rites
and ceremonies performed there, serving to display to the kingdom the
grandeur of the monarch and the ruling dynasty, as well as their generosity
and magnanimity. Finally, it was a space for the integration of the elites, where
clientelist networks were formed that helped to reduce the distance between
the person of the monarch and the local people, since Chapel personnel had
to come from the elites of the kingdoms that were committed to the religious
ideology being advocated.
At first, the court chapels were itinerant, like the travelling courts of the
monarchs, but when the residence of the various courts became fixed, so
too did the chapels, which were set in the heart of the palace. This served to
reinforce the two ways in which the concept of Chapel was understood: the
department of the Royal Household that attended to the spiritual needs of the
monarch and his family, and also the physical space where its primary activity
took place, such as the chapels or churches at the primary or secondary Royal
Sites, or those in the convents at each Court that were under royal patronage.
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Notes on currency

Real [Real]: The real, literally ‘royal’, was the basic currency unit of the
Spanish Monarchy’s monetary system until the nineteenth century. It was first
introduced in the reign of Peter I of Castile. Its value was set at four maravedis,
with a weight of sixty-seven pieces per silver mark, and a fineness of eleven
deniers four grams. A coin of 4.4 grams, which was not, in principle, expected
to be minted in multiples, but rather submultiples, was the standard medium
of exchange. However, during the Early Modern period, pieces of two and
four reals were minted and, in particular, pieces of eight reals, whose minting
dates from 1537, with the creation of the Mint of Mexico. The piece of eight
became the standard currency of exchange in Early Modern Europe. Given
the weight of the real, the piece of eight came to weigh between 27 and 27.5
grams and its fineness was set at 930,555 thousandths, meaning that its fine
metal content had to reach 25.5 grams.
Maravedi [Maravedí]: In Spain and the Indies, the standard unit of account
was the maravedi. In the Indies, throughout the viceregal period, a peso de
ocho (‘piece of eight’) was 272 maravedis and a peso ensayado (‘assayed piece’)
450 maravedis. Eight reales made one peso de ocho; each real thus contained
thirty-four maravedis.
Ducat [Ducado]: One ducat was equivalent to 375 maravedis in Castile.
Valencian or Barcelona pound [Libra valenciana, or Libra barcelonesa]:
This was a local unit of currency equivalent to the real in both kingdoms and
contained 327 grams of silver.
Valencian or Barcelona real [Real valenciano, or Real barcelonés]: 1 real =
23 deniers [dinero] and 1 sou [sueldo] = 12 sous; therefore, 1 real = 1.92 sous.
Sicilian scudo [Scudo siciliano]: The silver scudo, which was worth twelve
tarì, was the main currency used in Sicily in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. In 1620, it was the equivalent of ten silver Spanish reals.
Neapolitan ducats [Ducato napolitano]: These were almost equivalent in value
to the Sicilian scudi, although the equivalence between the two currencies
dates from 1639.
Peruvian assayed pesos [Pesos ensayados peruanos]: These were worth
thirteen reals and eight maravedis, in other words, 450 maravedis in total. To
avoid tampering with the quantity of silver that this currency should contain,
it was decided to engrave the legal standard of fineness and weight on each
coin. For this reason, they came to be called assayed pesos.

Jacob Jordaens, Portrait of the Infanta Isabella Clara Eugenia as a Nun, c. 1635. American
Private Collection, Courtesy of Agnews Gallery, London.
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José Eloy Hortal Muñoz

Royal Sites as Key Elements of the Early
Modern Monarchies
The Case of the Spanish Monarchy*

The illustration on the cover of this volume portrays the Infanta and Arch
duchess: Isabella Clara Eugenia dressed in the habits of the Poor Clares,1
which is how she was generally portrayed after the death of Archduke Albert
in 1621, when she was received as a Tertiary into the Franciscan order. This
painting was based on the official portrait made of her by Rubens in 1625.2
Painters such as Van Dyck followed the same model when depicting her, but
we are interested in this less well-known portrait by Jacob Jordaens painted
around 1635, after the death of the Archduchess, since all the elements that
are analysed in this study appear in it.
First of all, we have a woman of the Habsburg dynasty, who was also cosovereign of one of its main territories, the Habsburg Netherlands, through
the connection with the Duchy of Burgundy. This can be appreciated in the
curious composition of the coat of arms that appears in the lower right-hand
corner of the painting, which incorporates the two-headed eagle of the
Holy Roman Empire, the citadel that represents the city of Antwerp and the
rampant lion of Brabant, all topped by the crown usually worn by the Infanta
and surrounded by the collar of the Order of the Golden Fleece.
* This chapter was funded as part of the projects ‘Del Patrimonio Dinástico al Patrimonio
Nacional: los Sitios Reales’ (HAR2015-68946-C3-3-P); ‘Protection, Production and
Environmental Change: The Roots of Modern Environmentalism in the Iberian Peninsula
(XVI-XVIIIth centuries)’ (AZ 60/V/19); ‘Las raíces materiales e inmateriales del
conservacionismo ambiental de la Península Ibérica (SIGLOS XV-XIX)’ (V-790); and
‘Madrid, Sociedad y Patrimonio: pasado y turismo cultural’ (H2019/HUM-5898). I would
like to thank Janet and Anthony Dawson for the translation and revision of this chapter.
1 In recent years, interest in Isabella Clara Eugenia has risen considerably, and there are
many studies of her, among which we should like to single out Cordula van Wyhe (ed.),
Isabel Clara Eugenia: Female Sovereignty in the Courts of Madrid and Brussels (London: Paul
Holberton, 2011). There is also a Spanish version, published by the Centro de Estudios
Europa Hispánica in Madrid in the same year. Other studies with specific details of her life
will be cited in the following pages.
2 Barbara Welzel, ‘Princeps Vidua, Mater Castrorum: the iconography of archduchess Isabella
as governor of the Netherlands’, Jaarboek van het Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten
(Antwerpen), 1999, pp. 159-75.
José Eloy Hortal Muñoz • Universidad Rey Juan Carlos
Politics and Piety at the Royal Sites of the Spanish Monarchy in the Seventeenth Century, ed. by
José Eloy Hortal Muñoz, Habsburg Worlds 5 (Turnhout, 2021), pp. 19-33.
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The Habsburg dynasty in general, and Isabella Clara Eugenia in particular, was
identified throughout its existence with the defence of Catholicism, maintaining
a peculiar power relationship with the Papacy. This struggle to control and be
at the forefront of Catholicism would mark the destiny of Europe from the end
of the fifteenth century to the end of the seventeenth, occasionally creating
spiritual conflicts in certain members of the Habsburg dynasty as a result of the
dual loyalty to dynasty and Papacy.3 The Infanta’s habit testifies to this special
relationship, as it was usual for Habsburg widows to wear religious habits after
their husbands died. It was the case, for example, with Queen Marianne of
Austria, wife of Philip IV (1649-65), and the Infanta Joanna of Austria, who
became part of the Jesuit order after being widowed by the Portuguese Crown
Prince, João Manuel. The crucified Christ who appears just above the coat of
arms of the dynasty likewise bears witness to this special relationship.
Finally, we can see the way that the figure of Isabella Clara Eugenia seems to
divide the picture, with two buildings on either side of her, the product of the
artist’s imagination but illustrating two essential aspects of her life. On the left,
there is a palace or royal residence, represented by a flight of steps and a rich
coffered vault. On the right is a convent, like the many that the Archduchess
herself founded in the Habsburg Netherlands—alone or with her husband
Archduke Albert—as a benefactor of one of the many religious orders she
supported throughout her life, the Jesuits, Capuchins, Discalced Carmelites,
Augustinians, Dominicans, Benedictines, Cistercians and Premonstratensians
being cases in point.4 These are the two main types of Royal Sites studied
in this volume: the royal palaces and chapels linked to them, and the royal
convents sponsored by the Habsburg sovereigns in their various kingdoms.
Based on the elements so well represented in this magnificent painting,
the present volume seeks to develop a comparative approach to the complex
meshing of politics and religion at Spanish Habsburg Royal Sites in the Iberian
Peninsula and beyond, focussing particularly on the seventeenth century.
The origin of this collective book was the workshop, Spanish Royal
Geographies in Early Modern Europe and America: Re-thinking the Royal Sites /
Geographies of Habsburg Politics and Religion,5 held at the University of York
on 4th-5th May 2017. Directed by Professors Cordula Van Wyhe and José
Eloy Hortal Muñoz, this international meeting involved the collaboration

3 On this question, see Monográfico 1 (2014) entitled La doble lealtad: Entre el servicio al rey y
la obligación a la iglesia of the journal Libros de la Corte, under the direction of José Martínez
Millán, Manuel Rivero Rodríguez, Gloria Alonso de la Higuera, Koldo Trápaga Monchet
and Javier Revilla Canora.
4 See the chapter by Henar Pizarro Llorente in this volume, as well as Annick Delfosse, ‘Une
“divine princesse” au zèle fervent: La politique dévotionnelle d’Isabelle Claire Eugénie (15661633) dans les Pays-Bas méridionaux’, in “La dame de cœur”: Patronage et mécénat religieux des
femmes de pouvoir dans l’Europe des xive-xviie siècles, edited by Murielle Gaude-Ferragu and
Cécile Vincent-Cassy (Rennes: Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2016), pp. 193-208.
5 All details at https://spanishroyalspirituality.wordpress.com/.
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of the Department of History of Art and CREMS (Centre for Renaissance
and Early Modern Studies) at the University of York, the Rey Juan Carlos
University, Madrid (URJC), and IULCE (University Institute ‘La Corte en
Europa’) of the Autonomous University of Madrid (UAM). Funded by a
Hispanex grant from Spain’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and two research
projects ‘La herencia de los Reales Sitios: Madrid, de corte a capital (historia,
patrimonio y turismo)’ of the Autonomous Community of Madrid (ref. CAM
(S2015/HUM-3415) and ‘Del Patrimonio Dinástico al Patrimonio Nacional:
los Sitios Reales’ of Spain’s Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (ref.
HAR2015-68946-C3-3-P), this workshop brought together experts in the field,
all from different disciplines (History of Art, History, History of Architecture
and Political Thought). These days of intensive academic exchange and
debate, not just with the speakers, but with other specialists in the field, such
as María José Rodríguez-Salgado, Toby Osborne and Simon Ditchfield, laid
the groundwork for the present publication.6

Royal Sites as Key Elements of Early Modern
Monarchies: The Case of the Spanish Monarchy
and its Evolution
Royal Sites in Europe are often seen just as residences belonging to royal
families who lived isolated from society, an image that was created by historians
and writers in the nineteenth century. The result of this focus is that, while
there have been many excellent studies of the buildings, with some attention
paid to the royal hunt tradition and urbanism, other spaces that developed
around the sites, which were also crucial components of early modern Royal
Sites, have so far been neglected.7
The first step, therefore, is to define what we understand by Royal Site.
In some countries, such as Spain or Italy, the term poses no conceptual
problems at all, since it is still used in everyday language – although in the
collective imaginary, it mostly conjures up only architectural buildings – and
even the organizations in charge of managing these sites continue to use this
expression. In other countries such as the United Kingdom, however, it is not
generally used, and the term Royal Site evokes archaeological sites related to
the Ancient Age,8 based on the definition of site formulated by Hilda Kuper

6 In this respect, I should like to thank Professor Van Wyhe for lending her support to this
initiative in its early stages.
7 Except in a few cases, such as the important work by Vincent Maroteaux, Versailles. Le Roi
et son Domaine (Paris: Établissement public du musée et domaine national de Versailles,
Éditions A. et J. Picard, 2000).
8 Among those that are famous are the ‘six Royal Sites’ of ancient Ireland, which are explained
in Conor Newman, ‘Reflections on the making of a “royal site” in early Ireland’, World
Archaeology, 30:1 (1998), pp. 127-41, DOI: 10.1080/00438243.1998.9980401.
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in the 1970s.9 The most commonly used term therefore is Residence, or Court
Residence, as it is in areas such as Germany, with its equivalent Residenz.10 The
term domaine used in France, or its Dutch cognate domein, seems to us to be
more appropriate, since it indicates everything that is included in a territory,
one, in this case, that was owned by the Sovereign.
Because of the lack of precision, we have been working for several years
now on a definition that demonstrates our conceptual understanding of a Royal
Site, so that it can be applied to historiographical fields that do not include
it in its widest sense. Following on from this, therefore, our definition of the
term Royal Site when applied to the Early Modern period, refers to properties
that belonged to the ruling dynasty where the ruler and other members of the
dynasty lived, had lived or where there was an expectation of them being able
to stay there for longer or shorter periods of time. Royal Sites do not only refer
to the palaces, since they were complex spaces that also encompassed forests,
gardens, agricultural spaces, factories and urban centres. Nor should we forget
the royal monasteries and convents, to which royal apartments or pantheons
were attached or where certain members of the ruler’s family – usually female
members – could profess religious vows. These were founded and/or supported
by the royal family and so were closely linked to the dynasty. In this volume,
we pay particular attention to this last type of Royal Site.
Although royal residences had existed since the Ancient Age, including
those where Sovereigns moved from one to another according to the season,11
the concept of Royal Site would not acquire its true meaning until the late
9 A definition found in the article by Hilda Kuper, ‘The Language of Sites in the Politics of
Space’, American Anthropologis, 74 (1972), 411-25 (p. 411): ‘a particular piece of social space, a
place socially and ideologically demarcated and separated’. In recent years, it has been taken
further and, according to Janette Dillon, The Language of Space in Court Performance, 14401625 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), p. 9, these spaces that were physically
separate from the rest, as was the case with the Royal Sites, always generated and reinforced
a feeling of authority or sacredness.
10 The terminological debate has a long tradition, see Karen Engel and Hanna Nogossek
Lambrecht, ‘Hauptstadt–Residenz–Residenzstadt–Metropole–zentraler Ort. Probleme ihrer
Definition und Charakterisierung’, in Metropolen im Wandel. Zentralität in Ostmitteleuropa an
der Wende vom Mittelalter zur Neuzeit, ed. by Karen Engel and Hanna Nogossek Lambrecht
(Berlin: De Gruyter Akademie Forschung (= Forschungen zur Geschichte und Kultur des
östlichen Mitteleuropas, 1995), pp. 11-31. For a transdisciplinary, transnational approach
to the study of the term Residence, see the studies of the Research Networking Programme
PALATIUM of the European Science Foundation, directed by Krista de Jonge. The full title
of this Project, whose studies were conducted between 2010 and 2015, was Court Residences
as Places of Exchange in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe (1400-1700). Its activities and
publications can be consulted at http://www.courtresidences.eu/index.php/home/.
11 This is the case, for example, of the residences of the Achaemenid Persians of Babylon,
Ecbatana, Pasargada, Persepolis and Susa, which were connected to each other forming a
quadrilateral. The Persian sovereign used to travel to these places every year, accompanied
by a large entourage. This nomadic feature was initiated by Cyrus II (as explained by Joaquín
Velázquez Muñoz, ‘El Gran Rey en movimiento. Banquetes y partetaš’, Espacio, Tiempo y
Forma. Serie II, Historia Antigua, 24 (2011), pp. 161-88).
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Middle Ages. During this period, the monarchs of the various European
kingdoms gradually set about using, constructing and refurbishing a variety
of buildings across the geographical area of their territories with the intention of using them as living quarters both for themselves and their travelling
courts, establishing ownership over them and carrying out numerous works
to consolidate the newly emerging territorial entities. Little by little, these
networks of Royal Sites would become fundamental for consolidating the
power of the Sovereign and promoting his sovereignty, and at the same time
for helping to control enormous land holdings through the ‘progresses’ that
the monarchs made to these places.
Some of these areas were formerly royal hunting grounds,12 or urban centres
in which royal residences containing important architectural and artistic features,
such as art collections, libraries, archives, laboratories, scientific cabinets and
manufacturing centres were integrated into the natural landscape. Hence,
Royal Sites were centres of culture, science and innovation and contributed
to the progress and development of European economy and society since they
were also centres of cultural interchange in all respects, including, of course,
religious and spiritual aspects, which are dealt with in this book.
Royal Sites were actually dynamic, trendsetting cultural and economic
centres that transcended borders and by virtue of their expansion across the
multinational Early Modern monarchies, they helped to create a truly European
culture and establish contacts with other cultures in America, Africa and
Asia. They set the standards in art, fashion and knowledge, and constituted
a diverse, global network that made royal power visible and effectual. Finally,
and perhaps most importantly, Royal Sites were simultaneously centres of
power that helped to shape the Early Modern European monarchies. All this,
of course, was true in one of the most important monarchies of the time: the
Spanish Monarchy.
A great deal of research has been published on Sitios Reales [Royal Sites]
in Spain, although previous studies have focused primarily on their artistic
heritage.13 Recent works have provided a more interdisciplinary analysis of
these sites,14 which has helped identify the role of Royal Sites in the political,
12 The importance of the royal hunt is explored in Thomas T. Allsen, The Royal Hunt in
Eurasian History (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006). More detail for the
European kingdoms in Claude d’Anthenaise and Monique Chatenet, eds, Chasses princières
dans l’Europe de la Renaissance (Arles: Centre André Chastel, 2007), and Andrea Merlotti,
ed, Le Cacce Reali nell’Europa dei Principi (Turin: Leo S. Olschki, 2017).
13 See for example Fernando Checa Cremades and José Miguel Morán Turina, Las Casas del
Rey. Casas de Campo, Cazaderos y Jardines. Siglos XVI y XVII (Madrid: Ediciones El Viso,
1986), or José Luis Sancho Gaspar, La arquitectura de los Sitios Reales: catálogo histórico de los
palacios, jardines y patronatos reales del Patrimonio Nacional (Madrid: Fundación Tabacalera y
Patrimonio Nacional, 1995).
14 See the relevant chapters in José Martínez Millán and José Eloy Hortal Muñoz, eds, La Corte
de Felipe IV (1621-65). Reconfiguración de la Monarquía Católica, 2 tomes, 3 vols (Madrid:
Polifemo, 2015) or some of the studies included in Concepción Camarero Bullón and
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social, cultural, and economic development of the Spanish Monarchy as a
whole. The Court has traditionally been divided by various authors into three
parts: the Royal or Princely Households, the Councils, and the Courtiers.15
From what we know so far, we think that, in the case of the Spanish Monarchy
at least, from the seventeenth century onwards, Royal Sites should be included
as a fourth element in this system because of the way they evolved.16
Thanks to these new studies, we know that the Spanish Royal Sites
became more obviously significant in the later Middle Ages when the
monarchs of various Spanish kingdoms – Christian and Moorish – re-used,
built or refurbished buildings throughout the land in order to use them for
royal visits.17 The Reyes Católicos (‘Catholic Monarchs’), Isabella I of Castile
(1474-1504) and Ferdinand II of Aragon (1475-1516), assumed ownership of
these buildings and carried out numerous works in the interests of visually
promoting a new territorial entity.
At that time, most European rulers chose to settle in one specific city
(generally the capital) for the winter months, moving between their fixed
residences and a series of hunting lodges or recreational palaces between
early spring and late autumn. As a result of this seasonal pattern of activity,
a network of three separate concentric circles of Royal Sites emerged, each
one organized into different systems, depending on the monarchy.
The first level was the primary Royal Site, which mainly housed the
ruler’s household and Court. This was just the nucleus of a more extensive
environment that included queens, heirs, princes, dowagers, infantes (‘children
of the Spanish Kings excluding the Crown Prince’) and other members of
the royal family, who generally had their own households and, in many cases,
their own Courts, thus creating a network of dynastic households.18 These
residences were typically located in the capital, although this varied from
monarchy to monarchy. In the case of the Spanish Monarchy, Madrid was the
capital after 1561, and the Royal Alcázar, a former Moorish fortress, became
the main residence until the arrival of the Bourbon family in the eighteenth

15
16
17
18

Félix Labrador Arroyo, eds, La extensión de la corte: los Sitios Reales (Madrid: Universidad
Autónoma de Madrid, 2017). Lastly, José Eloy Hortal Muñoz, ‘Los Sitios Reales como
elementos clave de las monarquías europeas de la Edad Moderna: una aproximación’, Studia
Historica. Historia Moderna, 42:2 (2020), pp. 191-211.
For research on the Court, see Jeroen Duindam, ‘Rulers and Courts’ in The Oxford Handbook
of Early Modern European History, 1350-1750: Cultures and Power, ed. Hamish Scott, 2 vols
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), II, pp. 440-77.
José Eloy Hortal Muñoz and Gijs Versteegen, Las ideas políticas y sociales en la Edad Moderna
(Madrid: Síntesis, 2016), chapter 1.
For a general overview of the evolution of the Spanish Royal Sites in Habsburg times, see
José Eloy Hortal Muñoz, ‘La integración de los Sitios Reales en el sistema de Corte durante
el reinado de Felipe IV’, Libros de la Corte, 8 (2014), pp. 27-47.
René Vermeir, Dries Raeymaekers and José Eloy Hortal Muñoz, eds, A Constellation of
Courts. The Households of Habsburg Europe, 1555-1665 (Louvain: Leuven University Press,
2014), especially the Introduction.
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century.19 The Buen Retiro Palace,20 was built to complement the Alcázar in
the seventeenth century.
The next category consists of secondary Royal Sites, mostly located
outside the capital, which corresponded to the monarchs’ custom of moving
from one place to another depending on the season. The Spanish kings moved
between El Pardo, Aranjuez, Valsaín and El Escorial.21
Finally, the third category of Royal Sites consisted of places occupied by
other members of the royal family. Each family member had their own court
and household. In some cases, Royal Sites were designed for other members
of the family in capital cities or nearby locations. This was not common in the
Spanish Monarchy, with the exception of a few examples like La Zarzuela, which
was built on the orders of the Cardinal-Infante, but which passed to his brother
Philip IV after his death. More to the point for the purposes of this volume,
when certain members of the Spanish branch of the Habsburgs or members of
the high nobility of the Monarchy held major positions away from the central
court as governors, governors-general, viceroys, or other forms of delegated
power, their courts were physically separate from the King’s Court. Hence, they
used some of the Royal Sites in other courts of the Monarchy that the King did
not usually occupy or visit but which nonetheless represented his presence
and authority, as we shall see in several chapters of this book. Around all these
residences were the aforementioned convents, monasteries and pantheons
under the patronage of different members of the Habsburg dynasty.
We should also remember that the Spanish Monarchy included several
territorial kingdoms and units, each of which had its own political system and
princely court prior to integration into the Spanish Monarchy.22 This political
structure, found in other monarchies of the era, has been called a composite,23
articulated,24 or, more recently, polycentric monarchy.25
19 Véronique Gérard, De castillo a palacio. El Alcázar de Madrid en el siglo XVI (Madrid:
Xarait, 1984) and José Manuel Barbeito, El Alcázar de Madrid (Madrid: Colegio Oficial de
Arquitectos de Madrid, 1992).
20 Jonathan Brown and John H. Elliott, A Palace for a King: Buen Retiro and the Court of
Philip IV (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1986).
21 For the rotation of the Spanish Court during Habsburg times, see José Luis Sancho and
Gloria Martínez Leiva, ‘¿Dónde está el Rey? El ritmo estacional de la corte española y la
decoración de los Sitios Reales (1650-1700)’, in Cortes del Barroco. De Bernini y Velázquez
a Giordano (Madrid: Sociedad Estatal para la Acción Cultural Exterior, S.A., 2003), pp. 85-98.
22 The integration of the several kingdoms covered in this volume into the Spanish Monarchy is
briefly explained in each chapter.
23 This idea has been developed since the 1990s. See John H. Elliot, ‘A Europe of Composite
Monarchies’, Past and Present, 137 (1992), pp. 48-71.
24 Manuel Rivero Rodríguez, ‘El Consejo de Italia y la territorialización de la Monarquía (15541600)’, in Felipe II y el Mediterráneo, ed. by Ernest Belenguer Cebrià (Madrid: Sociedad Estatal
para la Conmemoración de los Centenarios de Felipe II y Carlos V, 1998), III, pp. 97-113.
25 This terminology has gained currency following the publication of Pedro Cardim, Tamar
Herzog, José Javier Ruiz Ibáñez and Gaetano Sabatini, eds, Polycentric Monarchies. How Did
Early Modern Spain and Portugal Achieve and Maintain Global Hegemony (Eastbourne: Sussex
Academic Press, 2013).
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Under Charles V (1517-56), the Monarchy opted to use the Court as the
means of bringing together all the territories that had been inherited, as well
as those acquired by annexation or conquest, in order to provide architectural
structures in all the kingdoms. The Spanish Monarchy can therefore be
viewed as a ‘monarchy of courts’ that was consolidated during the process
that had shaped the Monarchy over two centuries.26 As far as the Royal Sites
were concerned, this structure based on using various courts meant that all
except the main Court had to follow the scheme outlined above, reproducing
principal and secondary Royal Sites on a small scale. This was effected by
using or refurbishing palaces that existed before they were incorporated into
the Spanish Monarchy, or by building new ones to complete the system, as
we shall see through various examples in this volume. We do not however
find any third-level Royal Sites, since neither viceroys nor governors had the
authority to delegate power.
This political and social configuration of the Spanish Monarchy favoured
the proliferation of Royal Households, which had been instrumental in
helping to shape its kingdoms socially as well as politically. Protecting their
autonomy also meant that the respective households had to be retained even
when the king was not in residence, which happened in kingdoms such as
Sicily, Naples and Aragon. By the same token, any changes to the political
structure of the Monarchy inevitably affected the organization of the Royal
Households,27 which were gradually consolidated in the course of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries under the Household of Burgundy.28
As a result of the decision made by Charles V, his son, Philip II (1556-98)
inherited a political and social system that lacked a unifying structure, and
the Monarchy’s constituent territories felt the physical absence of their prince
acutely. In order to keep his territorial inheritance intact, Philip II initially
decided to use the tried and tested model of his father to unite these scattered
regions by incorporating their elites into his service via the Court. This plan
however was short-lived because the Castilian elites advocated Castilian
hegemony in the Monarchy and at Court. The process of Castilianization
was undoubtedly reinforced both by the process of confessionalization and
the decision to move the central Court permanently to Madrid, which was

26 Fully developed in Manuel Rivero Rodríguez, La monarquía de los Austrias. Historia del
Imperio español (Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 2017).
27 For a study of this process of integration, see José Martínez Millán, ed., La Corte de Carlos V,
5 vols (Madrid: Sociedad Estatal para la Conmemoración de los Centenarios de Felipe II y
Carlos V, 2000); José Martínez Millán and Santiago Fernández Conti, eds, La Monarquía
de Felipe II: la Casa del rey, 2 vols (Madrid: Fundación Mapfre-Tavera, 2005); José Martínez
Millán and Maria Antonietta Visceglia. La Monarquía de Felipe III, 4 vols (Madrid:
Fundación Mapfre-Tavera, 2008); Martínez Millán and Hortal Muñoz, La Corte de Felipe IV.
The conclusions are summarized here.
28 José Eloy Hortal Muñoz and Félix Labrador Arroyo, eds, La Casa de Borgoña. La Casa del rey
de España (Louvain: Leuven University Press, 2014).
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accompanied by measures designed to make the sovereign omnipresent.
Aware that he needed a new organizational structure, Philip II decided that
political harmony would best be guaranteed through hierarchy and inequality.
Castile would head up his territories, and its councils would form the basis
of the political entity to which they belonged. This evolution naturally had a
significant impact on the Spanish Royal Sites.
Although Charles V initiated several notable projects, it was Philip II, whilst
still a prince, who was the first monarch to undertake a specific construction
plan in an organized manner. A system was designed to facilitate this plan,
the core of which was the Junta de Obras y Bosques (‘Board of Works and
Woodlands’), a committee set up to manage the construction programme.29
The presence of the king’s confessor on the Junta provides a clear example
of the interlocking of politics and religion in these vast building projects
and also shows the crucial role that the sites played in the ‘Prudent King’s’
confessionalization of the Monarchy and the image of the process that he
wanted to promote across the kingdom.30 Juan Bautista de Toledo was
appointed head architect to ensure uniformity of style and to oversee the
hierarchical organization of the officials involved in the works. With this
system in place, Philip II ordered the construction of the Monastery of San
Lorenzo de El Escorial, initiated work on the Casa de Campo and converted
existing buildings into Renaissance palaces, such as Aranjuez, Valsaín and
the Moorish fortresses of Toledo and Madrid, whilst also continuing works
on the palace of El Pardo.
These royal centres played a fundamental role in promoting princely
splendour and tightening the Crown’s religious and political grip on its
Iberian territories. Undoubtedly, Philip II gave primacy to the kingdom of
Castile, as all the royal residences that came under the management of the
Board of Works and Woodlands belonged to that kingdom.31 Sites belonging
to other kingdoms were managed by the corresponding viceroys or governors
of each kingdom.32

29 For this Board, see the studies by María Victoria García Morales, ‘Los artistas que trabajan
para el Rey: la Junta de Obras y Bosques’, Espacio, Tiempo y Forma. Historia del Arte, 3 (1990),
pp. 123-36 and Francisco Javier Díaz González, La Real Junta de Obras y Bosques en la época de
los Austrias (Madrid: Dykinson, 2002). For a more recent study taking a less institutionalized
approach and closer to our own, see José Martínez Millán, ‘La descomposición del sistema
cortesano: la supresión de la Junta de Obras y Bosques’, in Europa e America allo specchio.
Studi per Francesca Cantù, eds, Paolo Broggio, Luigi Guarnieri Calò Carducci and Manfredi
Merluzzi (Roma: Viella, 2017), pp. 159-86.
30 For a study of this process, see José Martínez Millán and Carlos J. de Carlos Morales, eds,
Felipe II (1527-1598). La configuración de la monarquía hispánica (Valladolid: Junta de Castilla
y León, 1998), pp. 99-213.
31 As Gil González Dávila argues in his Teatro de las grandezas de la villa de Madrid. Corte de los
reyes católicos de España (Madrid: Thomas Iunti, 1623), pp. 521-22.
32 See the introduction to Sancho Gaspar, La arquitectura de los Sitios Reales, and some of the
chapters in this book.
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The intense focus on the kingdom of Castile under Philip II was replaced
under his son, Philip III (1598-1621), with more inclusive policies and forms of
piety, such as his patronage of the Royal Convent of La Encarnación in Madrid.
It should be pointed out however that the King was aware of the relevance
of the Castilian Royal Sites to the organization of his kingdom and did not
neglect their maintenance;33 he also tried to create a new Royal Site system
around Valladolid while the Court was there (1601-06).34 At the same time,
the Duke of Lerma, Philip III’s favourite, tried to improve the system put in
place by Philip II for his own benefit. Firstly, he tried to take personal control
of the Board of Works and Woodlands, while at the same time acquiring the
alcaidías (‘governorships’) of several of the royal residences, since the previous
incumbents were of negligible status at Court.
The situation changed dramatically during the reign of Philip IV (1621-65),
who increased the political and religious significance of the Royal Sites as
part of a wider reform package to reshape the Spanish Monarchy.35 The main
instigator of this strategy was the Count-Duke of Olivares. In order to control
the royal residences, he developed his connections with the Board of Works
and Woodlands and increased his control over it by assuming governance
of several other alcaidías, including the famous Buen Retiro Palace, after
pushing for its construction, or by placing several of his clients at the head of
important spaces, such as Aranjuez or El Pardo. This practice was continued
by successive favourites of the king, such as Luis de Haro, the Marquis of
Heliche and the Count of Monterrey.
The interest of the king’s favourite in controlling the royal residences was
clearly aimed at tying these more closely to the Court.36 The splendour of
the residences reached a peak as a result of the construction projects to bring
them up to date with current artistic trends. Furthermore, under Philip IV,
the salaries of staff affiliated to the royal residences also increased to reflect
their higher status.
The further increase in the number of servants at the royal residences can
be interpreted as a response to the additional challenges that the administration
of the Spanish Monarchy, as formed in the time of Charles V, now faced under
Philip IV, especially after the 1640s. Throughout his forty-four year reign,
Philip IV tried to reshape the administrative machinery of the Monarchy,
using the Royal Sites as an instrument, amongst others. The main cause of

33 Alicia Cámara Muñoz, ‘Obras en las Casas Reales en torno a Madrid durante el reinado de
Felipe III, o como conservar el pasado’, Anales del Instituto de Estudios Madrileños, 25 (1988),
pp. 129-38.
34 Explained in depth in Javier Pérez Gil, Los Reales Sitios vallisoletanos (Valladolid: Universidad
de Valladolid, 2016).
35 As studied in Martínez Millán and Hortal Muñoz, La Corte de Felipe IV.
36 Studied in depth in José Eloy Hortal Muñoz, ‘La unión de la Corte, la Casa y el territorio en
la Monarquía Hispana de los siglos XVI y XVII: las guardas reales y los Sitios Reales’, Revista
Escuela de Historia, 16:1 (2017).
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the decline of the system was that many of its subjects could no longer be
integrated into the Royal Household, and so remained outside the protective
umbrella that the monarch, as pater familias, had provided up until then.
The way the Monarchy itself was constituted prevented it from successfully
absorbing the various social groups in the different kingdoms in the way that
the Household had done in the past.
Thanks to the presence of the great Court patrons in charge of the Royal
Sites and to their closer links with the Court, one of the few new ways of
entering the Royal Household for those not yet part of it was through the Royal
Sites.37 Similarly, since other means of granting favours had been exhausted,
prominent figures already serving in the Royal Household were rewarded
with various offices at the Royal Sites, allowing them to combine both posts
on occasions and so strengthening the link between the Court and the Royal
Sites. Great architects, sculptors and painters, such as Sebastián and Antonio
de Herrera Barnuevo, Juan Gómez de Mora, Juan Bautista Crescenzi and
Diego Velázquez, were beneficiaries of this policy.
The Royal Sites in the environs of Madrid, which formerly only saw activity
periodically when the royal family visited, now became dynamic centres that
contributed to the increasing presence of the Court in society through the
growing number of officials, the extension of administrative institutions, and
the spread of Court culture over broader segments of society.
We should also take into account that the Spanish royal institutions in the
seventeenth century formed a diverse global network in Europe and overseas,
making royal power both visible and effective. The institutions under royal
control were not confined to the King’s Royal Sites in Castile, since the
institutional network extended to other territories beyond the Iberian Peninsula
that were intermittently under Spanish rule, such as the Kingdoms of Sicily,
Valencia, Portugal or Sardinia, the Principality of Catalonia, the Viceroyalty
of Peru and the ten southernmost provinces of the Habsburg Netherlands,
all of them covered in this volume.
The changes implemented by Philip II also changed the relationship
between the central Court and the rest of the courts in the Spanish Monarchy.
In the words of Lope de Vega, Madrid became an ‘archive of nations’ enabling
non-Castilians who resided at Court to live as if they were in their kingdoms
of origin, under their own jurisdictions.38 However, since the majority of
non-Castilians who were active at the Court of Madrid no longer belonged

37 With respect to developments concerning the type of staff who lived at the Royal Sites in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, see José Eloy Hortal Muñoz, ‘El personal de los Sitios
Reales desde los últimos Habsburgos hasta los primeros Borbones: de la vida en la periferia
a la integración en la Corte’ in Siti Reali in Spagna e in Italia. Tra Madrid e Napoli: aspetti e
temi di una storia del territorio, ed. Lucio D’Alessandro, Félix Labrador Arroyo and Pasquale
Rossi (Naples: Università Suor Orsola Benincasa, 2014), pp. 75-95.
38 All this is dealt with by Manuel Rivero Rodríguez in ‘Una monarquía de casas reales y cortes
virreinales’, in Martínez Millán and Visceglia, La Monarquía de Felipe III, IV, pp. 31-60 and in
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to the upper aristocracy, and the various royal courts and households they
had come from had ceased to welcome them, it became necessary to find new
ways for the Crown’s generosity to trickle down to Spain’s vast holdings. The
Crown’s viceroys and governors gradually started incorporating local elites into
their own services, a process that was consolidated under Philip III. This led
to the revival of a few viceregal courts and households, such as those located
in Brussels, Sicily, Valencia and Portugal, as well as the building of new, larger
courts in the Americas – in Lima and Mexico, for example – and the creation
of the Maison Royale de Bruxelles in the Habsburg Netherlands.39 The result
was that the Royal Sites in those places acquired more prestige than before.
At the beginning of the reign of Philip IV, the importance of the secondary
Courts increased further when the King’s favourite, Olivares, proposed increasing
the power and social rank of the viceroys and governors and trying to ensure that
they were, as far as possible, of royal blood.40 The first time that this occurred
was when the Habsburg Netherlands reverted to the Spanish Monarchy after
the death of Archduke Albert in 1621 and the natural decision was for Isabella
Clara Eugenia to continue as governor (1621-33), although we may regard the first
experiment in this respect as the appointment of Prince Emmanuel Philibert of
Savoy as Viceroy of Sicily (1621-24). His premature death did not prevent this
strategy from being continued over time. Other notable examples were those of
the Cardinal-Infante as successor to Isabella Clara Eugenia in the Netherlands
(1634-41) and the proposals of the Infante Charles of Austria as Viceroy of
Portugal in 1631, or Don John of Austria the Younger for the Netherlands in
1643. Although, on the first occasion, Don John was not appointed, he ended
up being the perfect model to successfully rebuild the ties with the kingdoms,
since he became Viceroy of Naples (1646-48), Sicily (1648-51) and Catalonia
(1653-56), Governor, this time, of the Netherlands (1656-59), Captain General
of the Conquest of Portugal (1661-65) and Viceroy of Aragon (1669-75).41
In this way, the dynasty – not only the Hispanic branch, but also the
Austrian one – took on a greater significance than previously in the government
of the territories, with Archduke Leopold William becoming governor of the
Spanish Netherlands (1647-56) at a Court renowned for its magnificence.42
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La edad de oro de los virreyes. El virreinato en la Monarquía Hispánica durante los siglos XVI y
XVII (Madrid: Akal, 2011), chapter 4, ‘La Edad de Oro’, pp. 133-74.
Since the Household of Burgundy had travelled to the central Court with Charles V, see José
Eloy Hortal Muñoz and Koldo Trápaga Monchet, ‘The Royal Households in the Habsburg
Netherlands after the Departure of the Household of Burgundy: From the Entourages of the
Governors-General to the Maison Royale de Bruxelles’, Dutch Crossing, 39:1 (2015), pp. 3-25.
Manuel Rivero Rodríguez, ‘“Ammirare il vostro dominio che fa ubbidirse dal passato”:
Galerías de virreyes y majestad en los virreinatos italianos y americanos’, Anales del Museo de
América, 25 (2017), pp. 27-49.
Koldo Trápaga Monchet, La actividad política de don Juan [José] de Austria en el reinado de
Felipe IV (1642-1665) (Madrid: Polifemo, 2018).
René Vermeir, ‘Un austriaco en Flandes. El archiduque Leopoldo Guillermo, gobernador
general de los Países Bajos meridionales’, in La Dinastía de los Austria. Las relaciones entre la
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Likewise, contacts were made with other dynasties for the Viceroyalty of
Portugal, where negotiations were held with Poland for Casimir Vasa to
be sent there as Viceroy, although, he was taken prisoner in France while
journeying to Castile.43 It was subsequently decided, by decree of April 7,
1631, that the Infante Charles would go to Portugal, but he died before taking
up the viceroy’s post, so that the Duchess of Mantua was chosen in 1634.44
What was being proposed therefore was a monarchy that was complex but
united, governed by a network of associated lineages, in which the interests of
the aristocracies in all the kingdoms were identified with those of the Crown.
To carry out this proposal, Olivares would break one of the golden rules of the
Monarchy until then – always to install viceroys and governors who were not
native to the place – and he appointed native viceroys in Catalonia, Sicily and
New Spain. In accordance with this new thinking, the viceregal palaces were
reorganized as residences of the king, starting with the one in Palermo. Work
was carried out at all of them, with improvements and extensions, and they
were generally accorded greater importance and magnificence than in the past.
Nevertheless, due to these changes, communications between the Royal
Court and the Courts in the various kingdoms decreased in intensity. In fact,
the common factor in many of the revolts of the 1640s was the absence of the
king, with the focus of the protests being the viceroys, symbols of a system that
justified the absence of the monarch. When communication with the king was
improved, the revolts were quelled. In the second half of the reign of Philip IV,
the viceroys ceased to be the alter ego of the monarch and became an office, thus
giving rise to the institutionalization of viceregal rule. After that date, the territorial
councils would take on the powers withdrawn from the viceroys, such as the
possibility of granting honours, offices, grace and favours, as we shall see in the
chapters referring to the Royal Chapels. The viceroys ceased therefore to take
the place of the monarch and became subordinated to him, enforcing his orders.
Finally, from the reign of Charles II, the European viceroyalties were
‘Americanized’ and an attempt was made to control them in the same way
as those in Peru and New Spain; this was the case in Sardinia and Valencia.
From then on, the Monarchy would have a new political identity, one quite
distinct from the universal projects and so ceased to be a Universal or Catholic
Monarchy – concepts that are analysed in the chapter by José Martínez
Millán – and became the Monarchy of the Spains.45

Monarquía Católica y el Imperio, José Martínez Millán and Rubén González Cuerva, eds,
3 vols (Madrid: Polifemo, 2011), I, pp. 583-608.
43 Miguel Conde Pazos, La Monarquía Católica y los confines orientales de la Cristiandad.
Relaciones entre la Casa de Austria y los Vasa de Polonia (unpublished doctoral thesis,
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 2016), chapter 6, pp. 390-451.
44 Félix Labrador Arroyo, ‘Un proyecto de revitalización de la casa real de Portugal: el
virreinato de la duquesa de Mantua’, Libros de la Corte, 4 (2012), pp. 111-19.
45 Manuel Rivero Rodríguez, ‘La cour du roi et les cours des vice-rois: la crise du gouvernement
de la monarchie espagnole au XVIIe siècle’, Histoire, économie & société, 3 (2019), pp. 33-49.
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Unfortunately, the few studies made of the Royal Sites of the secondary
courts are individual ones dealing with a few buildings studied from the
perspective of the history of architecture or art, occasionally with spiritual
aspects in the case of certain convents.46 As a result, there are few overall studies
of the functions that the Royal Sites as a whole fulfilled in those kingdoms
during the seventeenth century, apart from my own study of the Habsburg
Netherlands,47 and a couple of other studies on Sicily or Naples.48
The main aim of this volume, therefore, is to increase our knowledge and
understanding of these Royal Sites in the various kingdoms that comprised
the Spanish Monarchy, chiefly on questions related to the spiritual tendencies
and forms of piety that were developed at them when this system was at its
peak, the seventeenth century, and the first half in particular.
The Royal Sites are studied here as international geographies. The term
‘geography’ manifests our interest in the way the physicality of spaces and
landscapes was acted upon and produced through cultural practices. This
interlacing of physical and human agency is naturally wide-ranging and
encompasses image-making, architectural, agricultural and administrative
processes. The religious geographies in Habsburg territories were particularly
complex, given that courtly forms of piety were coloured by local customs
and traditions.
The volume seeks to answer the following questions: how do Royal
Sites, interpreted as international or religious geographies, challenge existing
interpretations of the boundaries between confessional identities and political
sympathies? Are there common religious practices amongst the Royal Sites
in the different kingdoms and territories of the Spanish Monarchy? How do
they help us to re-think the centre/periphery opposition of Habsburg power
as kinetic and embodied spaces? Did the Holy See have the opportunity to
use the Royal Sites to influence spiritual trends across the Spanish Monarchy
as a whole?

46 These studies will be cited as appropriate in the course of the volume.
47 See José Eloy Hortal Muñoz, ‘La importancia de la articulación del territorio y la ocupación
de los espacios de poder en los territorios flamencos durante la Revuelta de los Países Bajos:
Ouvrages de la Cour y Tour de Rolle’ in Territoires, lieux et espaces de la révolte. XIVe-XVIIIe
siècles, ed. by Paloma Bravo and Juan Carlos D’Amico (Dijon: Presses Universitaires de
Dijon, 2017), pp. 109-26; or ‘A Key Tool for a New Dynasty: The Use of Royal Sites in the
Habsburg Netherlands by the Archdukes Albert and Isabella’, The Court Historian, 23:1
(2018), pp. 13-27.
48 As Gioacchino Lanza Tomasi et al, Dimore di Sicilia (Venice: Arsenale, 1998) and Antonio
Ernesto Denunzio et al. eds, Dimore signorili a Napoli. Palazzo Zevallos Stigliano e il
mecenatismo aristocratico dal XVI al XX secolo (Napoli: Fondazione Intesa San Paolo, 2013).
Conversely, there are many studies on the Royal Sites of Naples of the eighteenth century,
the most recent being the special issue 2 (2017) of the journal Cheiron, entitled The Europe
of ‘decentralised courts’: Palaces and Royal Sites: the construction of the political image of the
Bourbons of Italy and Spain, eds, Giuseppe Cirillo and Anna Grimaldi.
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Fig. 1. Map of the castilian Royal Sites (c. 1600). Courtesy of María Luisa Walliser Martín.

Fig. 2. Louis Meunier, The palace of La Zarzuela. c. 1665-68 stamp. Courtesy of
Biblioteca Nacional de España.
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